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Chapter 8:
General discussion and conclusions
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IL' i thi t t  l t ís c: l tuptcr tha c'ottclusionsfront l l te prerious cltuplers ure suntntorized, integrated
artl iiscussel. It is t'ottt'lutlel thut the NGOIvISL-|P,'1 is uwtlitl untl usuhle cognitive lask
tl ialr 'sis t t tethotl  thut is especiul l l '  suited to t t tot lel  i t tJortrtutíott  processit tg und ntetÍul
norkloatl . , l lso i t  is c'ottcl trded thut tha ntethoclolog.t ' trsed in this t l tesis is usahlefor the
inclusron oJ psycltoph.vsiolog.v itr ltuntutt-contputar interuction rasettrclt. Finall1,, the necessíív
ol .sotrrtcl experitnettl(Írol i.s rrssesse d. Also sone usefrl extensions to tlte IVGOMSL-IPA ure
.suggeslel ns well rts suggestiorrs for u better use of botlt the NGOMSL-IPA methotl und
pstcltoplt l  siologt tr i t l t in l t trntutr-c'otrr l t t i le r i t t teractiott  rcsearclt .
8.1 The NGOMSL-IPA approach
Thc NGOMSI,-lPA approach was pu1 forward as the approach to nreet the requirements for a
cognitive task analysis that u'crc cliscusscd in the introduction. Thc infomration processirrg
nrodcll ing was thc first nrajor requircnrent. ln addition, it should enable an estimation of the
mcnlal ri,orkloacl involled in lask perfonnance. The approacli should be apredictive one.
Finally. it also should providc au ot'ervicr.r 'o1-thc task structr.lre and a tir le-l ine analysis. The
approach isberscd on the NGOMSL approach of  Kicras (1991;  1993;  1996;  1999),  and the
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original approach already met some of these requirements. Especially the requirements for the
estimation of mental workload and information processing profile, required adaptations. In the
following paragraphs it will be evaluated in how far the requirements were met.
8.1.1 Task structure and NGOMSL-IPA
The NGOMSL-IPA is an instance of the family of GOMS models. The process of modelling a
task is essentially a top-down enterprise. It starts with the overall goal ofthe task and through
a series of intermediate levels, eventually results in a detailed model in terms of elementary
information processing actions. The validity of the low-level description of a task is
dependent on the validity ofthe high-level description.
The need to provide a valid high-level description of a task is equally important for any
task analysis method. It is difficult to test the validity of the high-level description, as is
evidenced by the general reluctance in the literature to provide empirical data that support (or
not support) task description. Supportive data should be data that have not been used in
modelling the task. This directly indicates the problem with such a test, because normally all
possible data are used to construct a task model.
The high-level structure of the NGOMSL-IPA model of the task performed in the
experiments described in chapter 6 could be assessed. It was assumed that subjects try to
achieve the overall goal ofthe task by subsequently achieving smaller subgoals (Anderson,
1993). This requires a goal-stack like structure to control behavior. Popping subgoals from the
stack and pushing subgoals on the stack takes time. The intervals between keypresses that
belong to different subgoals are prolonged because they contain 'push' and 'pop' operators.
The actual keypress data showed that length of the inter-keypress intervals varied with the
number of goal stack operators they contained (according to the NGOMSL-IPA task model).
The fact that the length of the intervals varied with the number of goal stack operators
evidences the validity of the model. Subjects decomposed the task exactly as it was
decomposed in the task model, pausing at the moments when subtasks were completed and
new subgoals had to be set. Thus the method described in chapter 2, which is grounded in
psychological theory and empirical evidence, correctly captures the essential structure of a
task. When properly applied, the method results in a valid task model.
Task performance is vulnerable to disturbances at the transitions between sub-goals,
especially when substantial changes in the goal stack are executed. Ifpossible, at these
moments the task performer should not be intemrpted or loaded with additional information.
The fact that the NGOMSL-PA model can identify error-prone moments in task performance
and moments at which high level behavior planning occurs, is of large importance for
designing tasks and artefacts.
The inter-keypress data in relation to the goal stack operators also prove that subjects eem
to make use of a goal stack like structure while performing a task. This had already been
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shon'n by Andcrsorr  (1993),  Andcrson & I -ebiere (1998),  Egan & Greeno (1974) and Ruiz
(1987) for problenr solving tasks. Tl-re data Íiorn chapter 6 indicate that also in more routine
cognitivc skil l  tasks a goal stack is used.
8.1.2 Extensions of the NGOMSL approach
8.1.2.1 Speci f ic  operators
Thc NGOMSL-lPA (Natural GOMS Language-Information Processing Analysis) approach is
an adaptat ion and extcnsion of  thc NGOMSL approach l rom Kieras (1991;  1993;  1996;
1999). The exact difÍèrences with the NGOMSL approach are discussed in chapter 2. Here, a
summary ol'the operators that diffcr from thc original NGOMSL rvil l  be givcn.
Within NGOMSL-lPA, perccption rs nroclclled by only two opcrators, u'hich are diffcrent
from those of Kieras. Simple pcrccption is pcrfonrred by the'Pcrceive <itcur>'operator, and
perception of more complex matcrial is porlormcd by the'Read <item>'operator. These are
believed to pcrfom thc largest part ofperccption (not reading a sentence or story) and prevent
the need lor task or situation spccific operators as in the approach of Kieras (e.g. 'Locatc
nrcnu opt ion ' ) .
The nrotor opeÍators are largcly identical betrveen the NGOMSL and NGOMSL-IPA
approach, cxcept for the operators that perfon.n mouse actions. Kicras uses tl're press key
operator to click the nrouse. In chapter 4 it u,as argued that three operators were needed and
sufïcient to operatc thc r.nousc: 'Press <lcft/nriddle/right> mouse br,rtton', 'Release
<left/middle/right> nrouse button', and 'Click <left/nriddle/right> n'rouse button'. Scroll ing
lvi1h the mouse was not includcd.
The usc of working memory and long tenr memory differs markedly from the approach of
Kieras. Kicras uses a specific 'Forgct from WM' opefator to remove infomation from
rvorking nremory. Within the NGOMSL-IPA there is not such an operator, although it must be
indicated u'hen inforuralion can be forgotten, it just is not modelled as a deliberate act.
Long tclrn nreluory is seen as a netv"'ork of associated iten-rs, which must be activated to a
cerlain levcl to be retricvcd. Association sprcads from one item to related items, and decays
ovcr time (Anderson, I 983 ). It rvas recognized that these characteristics of l iunran memory
have largc ir.nplications for the speed of nremory retrieval and thc load on memory in human-
computer interaction. The operator that perÍbrrns retrieval from long tetm mcmory is extended
*'ith trvo paralneters, one indicating the freclucncy of rctrieval and one indicating the degree of
recall or rccognition: 'Retrieve from LTM that <LTM-object-description> [recall-frequency]'.
The dil-fcrcnces bctwcen recall and partly recall/partly recognition was evidenced in
chapter 7. Rccall provcd lo be slorver than partly recall/partly recognition. The information
processing profi le distinction betrveen the conditions rvere for a large paÍ based on the
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differences between recall and par1ly recall/partly recognition memory operators.
ConseqLrently there was a clear difference between the conditions in ten.ns of ioad on the
cognitive processor. This evidences the differences in cognitive load the different mernory
operators induce. The freqr-rency of retrieval parameter also proved to be valid. Facts that r.vere
frequently retrieved were retrieved faster than facts that .,vere retrieved less frequently.
8.1.2.2 Estimating mental workload
An imporlant impetus for the developrnent of the NGOMSL-IPA approach was the one-sided
emphasis on task perfonnance, within existing GOMS-like methods. Time to perfonr.r a task
and time needed to leam a task are examples of this emphasis. It lr 'as argued in chapter 1 that
in addition to these performance aspects, also the workload involved in performirrg tasks is
essential infonnation. The NGOMSL-lPA is a first attempt o lurther elucidate this aspect.
Several estimates of n.rental workload and infonrration processing load have been tested and
they turned out to be valid, i.e. an NGOMSL-lPA nrodel can be used to predict both the costs
involved in task perforrance and the processing underlying task performance. This
infomration can be used, in addition to perfomrance time, learning time and cognitive
complexity estimates, in designing human-computer interfaces that optirnally comply with
human capacities and skil ls.
There is one straight for-ward way to include mental workload, sinrply on the basis of the
standard time estinration. As Mulder, MLrlder and Veldman (1985) proposed, time pressure
can be considered a major contributor to mental rvorkload. This is also evidenced by the
inclusion of a time pressure dimension in the NASA-TLX workload scale (Hart & Staveland,
i988). Mulder et al. proposed a simple index of rnental workload by dividing the time needed
to perfonn a task by the time available to perform a task (an approach that is also adopted by
Neerincx (1995; 1999). A quotient of exactly one, indicates that there is just enough time to
perform the task, a quotient below one means that there is more time than needed, while a
quotient higher than one indicates that the time is not sufficient for adequate task
performance. The latter situation indicates a high rvorkload situation (Parks & Boucek, 1989).
The time r.reeded to perform a task can easily be calculated by adding the times of the
individual operators. The time available cannot always easily be assessed, but usuaily in a
working environment, the total amount of work to be perfonned can be ascertained and can be
used to calculate the total amounl of t ime available for one task.
Mental workload is multi-dimensional (O'Donnel & Eggemeier, 1986; Hart & Staveland,
1988). The time needed divided by time available index, only taps one dimension of
workload. Another index that rnore directly relates to the information processing requirernents
of a task, is the load on rvorking menlory. An NGOMSL-IPA modei specifies when
infonnation is retained in working memory, and also when it can be forgotten. Therefore a
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Lerch, Mantei & Olson, 1989). Working memory load should be expressed in two measures:
an average load and a peak load. The average load is the average number ofchunks in
working memory, and the peak load is the highest number of chunks in working memory at
some moment during task performance. Generally speaking, the more chunks that have to be
retained in working memory, the higher the mental workload. In addition, a peak load that
approximates or exceeds that maximal capacity of working memory (5-9 chunks), incurs a
very high mental workload (Card, Moran & Newell, 1983).
A third index of mental workload that can be calculated from an NGOMSL-IPA task
model is the depth of a goal structure. It was argued that as subjects work deeper in a goal
structure, i.e. if there are more superordinate goals, then the load on working memory is also
higher. They must keep track of the higher level goals in order to resume their attainment as
soon as the current goal is achieved. Depth of the goal structure in an NGOMSL-IPA task
model is analogous with height of the goal stack in working memory. It could be that the goal
stack resides in normal working memory, and thus occupies some of the 7+2 chunks of
capacity. If it does, it is somewhat strange that that has never been discovered in the many
working memory capacity experiments, although these have never been designed to
specifically test the effects of the height of a goal stack on regular working memory capacity.
0n the other hand, it could very well be that there is a special structure in working memory
that is dedicated to storing the goal stack, analogous to the visuo-spatial scratch pad for the
storage of specifrc visual-spatial information (Baddeley & Hitch, 197 4; Gathercole, 1 994).
The central executive structure is believed to be involved in controlling working memory and
the conscious control ofbehavior and is believed to control the soal stack. Further research is
needed to clarify this issue.
The two text-editing experiments in chapter 6 showed that behavior as well as
psychophysiological measures were sensitive to the depth of the goal structure. Performance
was worse when subjects were performing a part of a task that was located deep in a goal
structure, while in addition psychophysiological measures indicated that workload was higher
for subtasks located deeper in the goal structure.
All features of an NGOMSL-IPA task model that are related to mental workload and that
were mentioned above, are well suited for making a relative estimation of mental workload
between different tasks. It is not possible to make an absolute estimation of workload, i.e. one
cannot express workload in an absolute number which can be regarded situation-independent,
such as performance time can be. At best, workload estimation can be used as a relative index
with which several tasks can be compared.
A second problem is that it is difficult to state when mental workload is too high or too
low. An overload clearly is not desirable. If there is less time available for performing a task
than is needed, and the average working memory load is close to the upper limit (7-9 chunks),
and the peak load on working memory is more than the upper limit, and the goal structure is
very deep (6 levels or more), then it is clear that the task will incur a very high workload. On
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the other hand, if there is much more time than needed, lvorking ntentory load is low, and
peak load also, and the goal structure is only a felr, levcls deep, then thc task lvil l  not incur
much r'vorkload. The problem is that usLrally tasks lvil l  be located somelvhere in betrveen tl iesc
extrentes. In such cases it rvil l  bc dilf icLrlt o say r"'hat he r.r.rost optinial workload wil l be. As
yet, choosing the task rvith tl ie nrost optirnal rvorkloacl frorl several altcrnatives, is dependent
on the skil ls, kr-ror.vledge and intLrit ion of thc task analyst.
ln case serious problenrs havc becn reported by task pcrforr"ners, then the usc ofthc ntental
rvorkload cstinratcs are somewhat morc straight forr.vard. -fhcn tltey can be usecl to diagnose
the probleni in thc task. More generally spcaking, if data Íl 'onr olher sourccs, such as beliavior
or inten'iervs, ir-rdicate hat there is a problen-r with a task. thcn thc nrcntal rvorkload estrrnates
can be v'ery useful in chccking'"'" 'hether there is a problcm vu'ith workload. In addition, specific
bottlenecks in task perfonlance can be predictcd, bascd on thc nrental rvorkloacl estintates.
Conseqr.rently, it can be used to altalyse these speciÍic task parts in ntore detail.
The best solution to the problcrn of the valuc o1'the actual levcl of workload, probably is to
design a data basc of tasks that can be r.rsed as a reference table. Any task could then be
conrparcd to thc tasks in the data base and its lvorkloacl be expressed relative to other tasks
and othcr groups of the n'orkir.rg population. Another possibil i ty is to design a uunrber of
standard tasks and express mental rvorkloaci relativc to the rvorkload involvcd r.l i th
perlbmring those stanclard tasks. These are possible futurc devclopmcnts that rvould be necded
if the issLre of mental rvorkload is to be olpractical usc in hunran-coluputcr interaction.
8.1.2.3 Information processing proÍi le
Arother main cxtension of the NGOMSL approach that was achieved in the NGOMSL-lPA
approach is the inclusion of an irrformation processing proÍi le. The validity of such aprohle
was shown in chapter 7
The actual use of atr inÍbrmalion processing profi le in human-computer interaction is sti l l
somervhat vague. Most important is that it forces the analyst o think of a task in terrns of the
inforrnation processing mechanisr.ns underlying perÍiorrnance. This rvay the analyst will be
forccd to use a diffcrent framc of reference and ivrll be |crced to en-rpl'rasize other aspects of
task perfomance. 'fhis is a ma;or change from rnany traditional task analysis techniques that
only relate to observable behavior. Especially in computer tasks, t l-rat arc predominantly
cognitive in character, the non-obser-vablc cognitive behavior is essenlial, and calls lor a
cognitive task analysis approach.
The actual sumnrary of information proccssing i is is givcn by the inforrnation processing
profi le, charactcrizcs the average information processing requirements of the task. It can
roeii l subtlc differcnces that may not seem very profoLrnd for the individual task par1s, but
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Also, differences between tasks, that generally seem to be overlooked because they are not
directly available, or because other more salient aspects attract attention, can be described by
the information processing profile. A good example is the different dialogue or interface
styies, that also were the topic of chapter 7. When comparing a command interface with a
direct manipulation graphical interface, there are several aspects of task performance that are
salier.rt. To begin with, the apparent intuitivity of the direct manipulation style is observed
directly. Secondly, the ease of use, i.e. the minimal leaming necessary to work with the direct
manipulation interface is a salient detail. For non-experienced mouse-users the difficulty in
using the mouse will be observable. These aspects are the most important and salient
differences between these two interfaces. Other differences that are less easily observed or do
not automatically attract attention, tend to be overlooked. The information processing during
task execution in a cor.nmar.rd ir.rterface differs markedly frorn that using a direct manipulation
graphical interface. The latter interface requires nlore perceptual and motor activity while the
former requires more cognitive activity. These differences seem less important than
intuitiveness or learnability, but in cerlain situations they may be of critical importance.
The detailed information processing analysis is especially imporlant for task situations in
whiclr people perform the same task for many hours a day. An example is the work of people
typing ZlP-codes in a semi-automatic postal processing setup. These people perform their
routine task for 8 hours a day, 5 days a week. In that case, the detailed information processing
profile can be of great Lrse. Within such situations, specific fatiguing effects, such as visual
fatigue, are likely to occur, and possibly can be prevented or anticipated with the help ofan
information processing profi le.
Another situation in which the information processing profile will be important, is when
fast reactions are required or where potentially severe dangers are involved, such as in flying
aircrafts, controlling nuclear power plants or air traffic control. In such situations, small
differences in the level of (specific) fatigue, small differences in the information processing or
small differences in reaction time, can be the diÍference between a catastrophy or smooth
performance.
Especially in the latter example, an average information processing profile will not suffice.
A dynamic representation of information processing at any moment in the task is needed. The
average profile can obscure differences between different parts ofthe task (see also Neerincx,
1995;Neer incx et  a l .  1998).
The information processing profile should be seen as a hrst step towards an information
processing analysis. It has been shown in this thesis that the approach is valid. Next, the
approach should be further developed into a more dynamic representation of information
processing. In addition, it should be assessed whether the information processing model is
detailed enough or that perhaps a more detailed architecture like the EPIC architecture is
lreeded (Meyer & Kieras, 1994). An advantage of the more elaborate EPIC architecture is that
it differentiates between visual, auditive and tactile processing and between vocal, manual and
z t - )
oculornotoÍ  behavior .  This  could proof  to  be a val ic l  c l is t inct ion i  rc lat ion to the Lrselu lncss of
the in lorn ' rat ion processing prof i le  (scc a lso Kicras,  1999).
8.1.3 Constraints of the NGOMSL-IPA and Íuture developments
ln chapter 2 the advantages of thc GOMS approach rvere alrcady nrentioncd. ln addition, thc
extensions to the NGOIvÍSL approach that wcrc discussecl in this thesis have rnacle a
relalionship ri. i th inÍbrnration processing, allorving I 'or thc estinration of nrental 'uvorkload.
This adds to the l ist of advantages of thc GOlv'lS approach. Nocrthcless, GOMS (and
NGOMSL-lPA) also suÍfcr lrour several constraints.
Having cl.toscn a GOMS-li ltc approach nreans huving clroscn r detl j lecl and lon'-lo'cl
analysis. Although thc GOMS-approach is not as dctailccl as thc Interacting Cognitive
Subsystcnrs approach (Barnard, 19E7), it is sLrbstantially rnorc dctailcd than thc Cogrrit ivc
Task Load approach (Ncerincx, 1995; 1999; Neerincx et al. 199E). This lreans that the
applicabil ity of thc approach rvil l  bc l imited. A vcry detailed approach neccssarily nlcarls that
per fonning a task analys is  is  t inre consurrr ing und rec lu i rcs a rc lat ivc ly  h igh dcgrce of
cxper l isc u ' i t l i in  the donrain o l - task rnodel l ing and cogni t ive sc ieucc.  As a resul t ,  i t  is  not
casily applicable by htLnran-conrputcr interfacc designcrs rvithout any speciirl ised training.
-fhis 
contrasts rvith tl ie Cognitive -fask Load approacli that rs desrgued to be easily usable by
softrvare designcrs and is relatively simplc ancl nroderatcly tinre-consunririg. The choice fora
detailed and relativcly complcx i ipproach like the GOMS approach is a deliberate decision.
Rcal-l ife tasks usually are very cornplex. lt u'ould bc a nrisunderstanding to think that such
complcx tasks can bc analyscd in a short t inre. by an analyst hat has virtually no specific
training in and knori"lcdge of cognitivc sciencc, and can bc describecl in a sirnplc model. If a
task is  cornplex,  a model  dcscr ib ing i t  ncccssar i ly  is  conrplex as rvel l .  Especia l ly  in  the case of
computer supported tasks that require a lot of mcntal proccssing, a task rnodel nrust reflcct
tl.rat nrental characlcr and cannot redLrcc it to a fer.v sirrrple mental operations. A simple model
would not do justice to the complerity of thc task and is therefore bour-rcl to be of l imited use
or no Lrsc at all. In addition, it would not bc a good thing to let the choice for a method be
deper.rdent on tl-re lcvel olskil l  and kr.ro'"vledge oÍ'the average user-interlace designer.
Pcrfonlring a cognitive task analysis sliould not bc done by sor.nconc witl.ror.rt knowledgc ol
cogni t ive psychology.  Ei thcr  dcs igners hould bc t ra i r rcd in  cogni t ivc sc ierrcc,  o l  a  cogni t ive
scientist shoulcl perfonn thc analysis, ifthe task nrodel has to be valid and relevant.
Oltcr-r, an anlysis of only a part of a task is sufficicrrt. Many tasks consist olrcpctit ire
actions, e.g. nlenu selection in a compr-rter application. In this case, nrodcll ing only a part of a
tlsk, or orre tlsk inst;.rnce sufficcs. In atldit ion, dcsign clecisions oflcn conccrn spccific
conrponents of an inter' lace arrd tlrus specrfic prrrls o1-a task. In those c:iscs an analysis oí'the
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There are some other limitations to the NGOMSL-IPA approach that limit its applicability
or the scope of its conclusions. Task performance is viewed as goal oriented behavior. Task
behavior is modelled as if completely driven from within the human operator. This is a limited
view on task performance which misses the richness of the interaction with the environment
(Suchman, 1987;19931' Vera & Simon, 1993; Norman,1993). This can partly be solved
within an NGOMSL-PA model with the inclusion of operators that are dependent on
incoming information and by providing several different task-routes and strategies, dependent
on information within the environment, through decision operators and selection rule sets. It is
not possible, however, to predict what can happen in a complex environment and what the
consecutive actions of the human operator will be.
Another factor that limits the application and scope of the NGOMSL-IPA model is that it
can in practice only be used to model expert behavior (ust as the original GOMS approach,
see Olson & Olson, 1990). The model applies to skilled users, and not to beginners or
intermediates. Such non-skilled users spend a considerable amount of time engaged in
problem-solving behavior, rather than in simply retrieving and executing plans and procedures
from memory. The model only describes the plans and procedures, but does not describe
performance in a situation where the human operator does not know which actions will solve
the problem and has to think of a plan and compile the procedures. Many real-life tasks for
which a cognitive task analysis will be performed, are performed by task experts, and in those
cases this limitation is not very severe.
A related limitation of the NGOMSL-IPA is that it is well suited for relatively simple tasks
that have only a limited degrees of freedom for operator performance. Text-editing tasks are a
good example and have been extensively modelled with the GOMS-like analyses. In these
tasks, there are not many different ways to perform subtasks, and there is only a limited
degree of interaction with the environment. Other tasks, like a process-control task, have
many more degrees of freedom. In such tasks there are many ways to reach a goal, there is a
rich interaction with the environment and the order in which several actions can be performed
is not fixed. This leads to much more complex models and sometimes makes it impossible to
make a reliable model, as we have experienced in modelling process-control tasks. This is
something that will require further research, but is not principally impossible within the
NGOMSL-PA approach. Even more complex tasks, like tasks which require creative skills
(creating/writing text) cannot be analyzed by an approach as the NGOMSL-IPA. These tasks
only minimally require procedural knowledge and cannot be described by fixed procedures
and actions on a low level. The scope of the analysis that will be discussed in this thesis has
been limited to relatively simple and well-ordered tasks. Tasks that require more problem
solving behavior and that can be described as highly knowledge based can be best analysed by
an approach like that of Neerincx (1995;1999; Neerincx et al. 1998) relating to the theory of
Rasmussen (1983).
In general, within a GOMS model, errors are usually not modelled (Olson & Olson, 1990).
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Partly because this is vcry difficult, because some errors cannot be prcdicted and I'renccforlh
not be modelled, partly because it u'ould lead to very large and conrplex nrodels. Some enors
(execution errors, forgetting erors) could be included in the GOMS approach, some not
(enors because of misunderstanding the task or thc systenr). Within the approach in this
thesis, errors have not been included in modell ing.
There are more l imitations to the original GOMS approach that have been solved by other
GOMS-derivatives (Olson & Olson, 1990). The NGOMSL-IPA approach is a first step in
solving some other l imitations of the original GOMS approach (Olson & Olson, 1990)
regarding mental workioad and information processirrg. Modell ing learning and transfer of
knowledge has been done by Polson & Kieras (1985; Kieras & Polson, 1985). Modell ir.rg error
behavior has been done by Lerch and coworkers (Lerch, Mantei & Olson, 1989). Parallel
processing has been nodelled by Jolin (1988). John and corvorkers also extended the GOMS
model to more complex task dornains that require a high level of interaction with the
environment (computer games, browser tasks) and that have many degrees of freedom (John,
Vera & Newell, 1990; Peck & John, 1992), using the SOAR architecture which can also
include probleni solvir.rg behavior. Karwowski, Kosiba, Benabdallah and Salvendy (1990)
extended the GOMS model to a ftrzzy model that nrakes the model rnore valid and in
accordance with real task behavior, as well as better applicable in complcx task environments.
Kieras & Meyer (1991) and Meyer and Kieras ( 1999) have further developed the Model
Human Processor into a more sophisticated architecture called EPIC. In addition, Kicras
(1999) has developed a GOMS model simulation tool (GLEAN3) to assist in making a task
model, which is based or.r the EPIC architecture.
The research discussed in this thesis has shown that the NGOMSL-lPA approach is valid
and is therefore worthwhile to develop furlher. These developnrents can go in any direction,
but some useful extensions will shortly be mentioned.
Perhaps the most serious l imitation of the NGOMSL-IPA is that it cannot model problem
solving behavior. This could be tackled in the way Young & Whittington (1990) have shown.
They extended GOMS modell ing to tasks that involve many problem solving characteristics.
In essence it means that a GOMS rnodel is constructed which contains several blanks. These
blanks are parts of a task that cannot be completely modelled. The next step would be try to
fi l l  in these blanks, e.g.by stating the various possible ways that part of the task could be
performed and indicating which factors influence the actual choice of strategy. This has
already been done in our laboratory by using the NGOMSL-IPA to model an information
search in a large data-base. Other steps sti11 remain to be made, however. The inclusion of
SOAR (John, Vera & Newell, 1990) or ACT-R (Anderson, 1993; Anderson & Lebiere, 1998)
probably could partly solve the problem. John and coworkcrs (John et al., 1990; Peck & John,
1992) havc shorvn that using SOAR enables the modell ing of more complex tasks such as
brorvser tasks or vidco games, that are more problem solving in character. The inclusion of
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A second extension of the NGOMSL-IPA approach could be to make a data-base of tasks
and user groups, consisting both of models of standard simple tasks and of complex real-life
task models, that could serye as reference points for any new task model. More generally, the
approach should be further developed for an application in designing user-interfaces and using
it to adjusting tasks to human capacities (e.g. designing for special goups such as elderly or
handicapped people; Sikken, Engelmoer & Brouwer, 1994).
To make the approach really usable, an expert system should be developed that can serve
as a modelling aid. This expert system should be used as a simple computer tool to diminish
the laborious work of writing out an NGOMSL-IPA model and of calculating the cognitive
complexity, execution time, leaming time, workload and information processing profile. Also
it should be used to simulate a model, in order to test it. In addition, the expert system should
provide 'intelligent' help for performing an NGOMSL-IPA task analysis.
8.2 Human-computer interaction
8.2.1 Applying NGOMSL-IPA in human-computer interaction design
GOMS-like approaches are useful for designing human-computer interfaces, or more
generally, human-machine interfaces, as has been reported in several studies (e.g. Eberts,
1994; de Vries & Johnson, 1992; Iohn, 1988, Gugerty, Halgren, Gosbee & Rudisill, l99l).
Especially the predictive character of keystroke level models is essential in this regard. The
designer of an interface can use GOMS-like models, including NGOMSL-PA models, to
compare different design alternatives.
The NGOMSL-IPA approach can be used to compare several altemative interface designs.
Tasks performed within all the altematives can be analyzed and for each interface the (partly)
quantitative estimates can be calculated. Subsequently, the time to perform the task, the load
on working memory, the information processing profile, the ease of leaming, the complexity
and the mental workload can be used to choose between the interfaces.
The exact criterion for selecting a design is situation and task dependent. In designing an
interface for combat aircraft control, reaction time will be a critical factor and leaming time
will be relatively unimportant. For the design of an interface of a CAD-CAM program,
complexity, error-proneness and balanced use of the processors generally will be important
aspects, while reaction time will be relatively unimportant. The fact that the NGOMSL-IPA
approach allows the use of several distinct estimates, makes it a powerful tool with which
many quite different tasks and situations can be tackled. Using the NGOMSL-PA approach
can lead to designing better user-interfaces, which can be based on the explicitly stated task
structure.
The NGOMSL-IPA approach forces the analyst to think about the cognitive aspects of task
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pcrformance and look bcyoncl the overt actions. It ertends thc thcorizing about task
pcrfonnance to the cognitive donrain. Othcr, equally imporlant aspccts, such as meruory load
or perceptual processing, can in this way also dictatc thc clesign ol-user-intcrfaces.
It is diff icult to rclate (partly) quantitativc estimates to an absolute standard. The speed of
task execution can bc cornpared bet.,vcen trvo altcmative designs, but it cannot bc said if rt is
fast or slow allogethcr. The same applies to the rvorkload involved in a task. Thc method
could tl ierefore be used to choose the best ola fèw alternativcs, bLrt docs not providc an
ebsolr r tc  re lèrerrce point .
It is irnportant hat thc estirrates hor"rld be rclatccl to individual users, and if this is not
possible, to spccific groups oluscrs. Cirrd ct al. (1983) introducecl thc slorv rran, niddle ntan
and fast man estimates, and thc results frorr e.g. chapter 4 clcarly shou,ed the individual
differences that erist between estinratcs.
A special application of GOMS techrriclucs i in the dcsign of help and rloculr-rentation
(Elker lon & Palnr i ter ,  1990;  Gong & Elker ton,  1990).  Cr i t ica l  in  the dcsign of  help and
docunrcntation is thc l ink between the Lrser ancl the infornration database. In orcler 1o optinrizc
this l ink, t l ie hclp infonnatior.r should be prcsented in a goal orientcd structure, such that users
can dircctly f ind the infonnalion needcd to attain thcir goals. Traditional help systenrs arc
structured by tl ic program or interíàce, rvl.ri le thcy should be structured by thc task (goa1s and
subuoa l s )o I t he  use rs .  The  l og - f i l c  an l l l s i s  ( c l r l r p l e r  3 ) c ln  bc  spec i f i cu l l y  t r se fL r l  i n shap ing
on-line help. Frorn the contents of a log, thc actions of thc user, in relation to the task he/she
pcrforms, his/hcr goals and subgoals can be infcrred. When this is donc on-line, the user can
be presentcd with on-line help that is related to and descnbed in tcrms of thc goals hc/shc is
pursuing. The design ofsucl.r a help systenr cquires a detailed task analysis. A step further
r,"ould be to also include the dcpth of the goal strLlcture and psychophysiological indices in
order to detect occurrenccs of high mental u'orkload and take this into accouut in presentirrv
the help (or other inlbmration) to the Lrser. This specific sct-up would only be useful in tasks
and sitLrations that are time crit ical or canJ largc potcr.rt ial danger.
Thc NGOMSL-IPA approach is a very detailcd approacl.r. The best use in design is
probably a kind of top-dorvn approach, starting out uith high level analysis (possibly also a
COMS-like analysis, but not necessarily), arrd only pursLring the analysis 1o a vcry dctailetl
level for those parls of a task, whcre thcre is a clcar cluestion regarding one of the estimatcs or
r"'here somclhing can be gaincd by the specifics of the NGOMSL-lPA.
8.2.2 Ton'ards a pslchophvsiolog)' of human-computer interaction
Thc erper inrents t lecr ibcd in  th is  thcs is  havc nradc ex lcnsive use oÍ 'psychophysio logy.
Scveral indices th;,r1 can bc, calcr-Llatcd fi-oni hcart ratc ancl the IIEG havc becn dcscribcd and
si rorrn to bc appl ic ; 'L- , ic ; i ,  the ccntcr t  o l 'hunran-conr l lu ter- in lcract ion.  Spcci f icr l ly ,  thc '1 r i r ' re



































































lrotor proccssor, and to cstirnate the amount of workload involved in task performance. In this
paragraph sorne general observations from thc use of psychophysiological measures in the
tcxt editing tasks, wil l be n.rade.
8.2.2.1 Integratin g measures
The three text-editing experiments clearly shorved the usefulness of integrating behavior and
psychophysiological indices. The questions pursued in these experirnents could not have been
ansn,ered by perfonnance measurcs alone, nor by psychophysiological measures alone.
Psychophysiological indices served a double function: they werc used to estimate the costs of
perÍbnnarrce and they wcre uscd to make covert perccptual and cognitive processing visible.
The cxperimcnts clearly showed tl.re r.reed for a psychophysiology of human-computer
interaction, since tlrat is the only way to clarify the mental processing that is so abundant in
conrputer supported tasks. The argument had already been put forward by others (Ga1e &
Clrr is t ie ,  1987;  Waste l l ,  1990;  Wiethof  c t  a l . ,  1991;Wiethof ,  1997;van Westrenen,  1999),  but
has been empirically supporled by the text editing data presented in chapter 6 and 7 .
There are son're practical difficulties, hindering a wide-spread use of psychophysiology in
human-computer interaction. Expensive and sophisticated equipment is needed, special skil ls
are required for the experimenters, t ime consuming procedures are needed for recording and
ar-ralysis, and thc subjccts wil l at lcast experience the situation somewhat awkward. Although
these diff iculties are only minor if only heart rate variabil ity is used, sti l l  they wii l dictate a
special attitude towards psychophysiological n easures in applied situations. Like the
application of a very detailed cognitive task analysis, psychophysiological measures hould
only be applied if a special question is asked or if special infonr.ration is required (see e.g.
Byme & Parasuraman, 1996). Sti l l , using heart rate variabil ity can easily be implemented as a
standard procedure in any human-computer interaction rescarch. An essential pre-requisite for
a usablc methodology is that the analysis nrust be performed in a standardized way in batch-
nrodc, becausc large quantit ics ofdata are required and rlany repeated neasures have to be
perfonned.
Tl.re varior.rs perfomrance, self-report and psychopliysiological indices all reflect different
aspects of task perfornrance and n.rental load. The individual indices often are not convincing
enough, and could be subject o rnultiple interpretations. Yet, if several, in themselves non-
conclusive indices, all point in the same direction, then this aggregation provides strong
converging evidence.
Sornc sclf-reporl scales also measure iuvcsted elfort or mental rvorkload, just as some
psychophysiological indices. Neverthcless, it is rvise to ir.rcludc both in an experimental
investigation, because they appcar sensitive to diffcrer-rt aspects of menlal workload. This was
evidcnccd in cliapter 7, wherc the SMEQ and the NASA-TLX did not n.rirror heart rate
variabil ity in the mid-frequency band. rvli i le all secm to be sensitive to mental rvorkload.
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Applying psychophysiology in human-computer interaction requires a special experimental
set-up, e.g. a set-up as was described in chapter 3. It is essential that the elementary actions
are recorded in real time with a high time resolution. These should be related to
psychophysiological variables in a meaningful marmer, i.e. beliavior shoLrld be interpreted
before integration with psychophysiology. A general approach as was uscd in thc research
from this thesis in itself would be bes1, bu1 would be hard to implemcnt on somc computer
systems. Especiaily direct manipulation graphical systcms require only few different motor
actions (mouse moves and clicks), whose rneaning depends on the location of the mouse
cursor and the actual screen confrguration. In that case, it will be difficult to translate mouse
actions into their actual meaning within the task. In addition, some computer systems or
computer operating systems do not support real-tirne programrnir.rg. The set-up thus has its
l imitations.
8.2.2.2 The probe-evoked potential
The use of irrelevant stimuli for the analysis of probe evoked potentials was put forward as a
special kind of dual task methodology. The irrelevant probes do not disturb tak performance
as does the inclusion ofa regular second task. They provide a nice opportunity to non-
invasively  measure spare capaci ty .
The morphology of the probe-evoked potential shows a P1, N1 and P2 complex, of which
the P1 is rather small. The N1 and P2 havc a fronto-ccntral maximum. Both the N1 and the P2
were shown to be sensitive to changes in workload in previous studies reporled in the
literature. In chapter 5 it was shown that the probe-evoked potential is sensitive to differences
in working memory load. The findings were comparable to those frorr the literature: the N1 is
enlarged with an increase in workload, while the P2 decreases with increasing workload.
Other studies in the l iterature have reporled a P300 component, which also is sensitive to
workload differences (Trejo, Lewis & Blankenship, 1987; Sirevaag, Kramer, Wickens,
Reisweber, Strayer & G;enell, 1993). As was argued in chapter 5, the supposedly P300
component should be called a P2 peak. There are several reasons for that. To begin with, P300
components are usually generated by task relevant stimuli, but not by irrelevant stimuli
(Sutton & Ruchkin, 1984). Kramer, Trejo & Humphrey (1995) also recognized that point and
also reported no P300 peak. Secondly, the so-called P300 is fronto-centrally maximal (Trejo
et a1., 1987; Sirevaag et a1., 1993), while the P300 has a parietal rnaximum (although the P3a
has a more frontal maximum). The latency of the peak is arour.rd 200 ms poststimulus, which
is very early for a P300. Thus, what is sometimes called the P300 in probe-evoked potential
studies, is the same component as was described as the P2 in this thesis. The P300 results
reported match those reported on the P2 component, supporting the argumentation that P2 is a
better indication.
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variety of results, which are sometimes contradictory. The most consistent result is a smaller
amplitude in the P2 range with increasing workload (Bauer et al., 1987; Trejo et al., 1987;
Sirevaag et al. 1993) as was also witnessed in the memory search experiment fiom chapter 5
and the text editing experiments from chapter 6. The second effect that is regularly reported is
an effect on the N1, which is larger (more negative) for higher workload conditions
(Náátánen, 1975;Papanicolaou et al., 1984), as was also evidenced in the memory search task
from chapter 5. Occasionally, an effect the other way around, a smaller Nl with higher
workload, is also reported (Kramer et al., 1995).
Papanicolaou et al. (1984) already presented a thorough review ofthe probe-evoked
potential literature, and described many methodological problems that have led to high
variabiiity between studies and led to difficulties in interpretation. Some will be discussed
again here, and some new issues will be introduced.
Some authors have used a base-line condition as a reference for task probe-evoked
potentials (Kramer et al., 1995;Papanicolaou, 1984).In the Kramer et al. (1995) study, the
auditory Nl was larger in this base-line condition than in the task condition, which is not in
accordance with the data from chapter 5. Such a base-line condition is taken as an episode of
very low workload, while actually the workload cannot be unequivocally be assessed. The
instructions to the subjects in such a base-line condition vary, from passive viewing the screen
to reacting to infrequent stimuli. Consequently the workload also varies. In addition, it cannot
be assessed what subject actually do when instructed to do nothing. Possibly the subjects do
nothing overtly, but are heavily engaged in covert activity, e.g. preparation for the task. The
use of a base-line condition can possibly introduce more noise, instead of clarity.
In the tradition ofthe oddball paradigm several studies have used frequent and infrequent
probe-stimuli (Trejo et al, 1995; Kramer et a1., 1995;memory search study from chapter 5 and
experiment 2 from chapter 6). Although the approach is very appealing, it has been proven to
be very difficult to apply, because there have to be at least four times as many frequent probes
as infrequent probes. This means that under normal task conditions, with a moderate stimulus
rate, it is very difficult to get enough deviant stimuli to calculate a reliable probe-evoked
potential. Up to now it has not been very succesful.
The frequent-inÍiequent distinction has a long tradition in auditory oddball tasks, and can
easily be applied in auditory probes. Applying it with visual probes, i.e. by making color the
attribute that differs between frequent and infrequent probes, has not been shown to be
succesful, possibly owing to problems in the signal to noise ratio (Trejo et al., 1995).
As was evident in the experiments in this thesis, there is an important difference between
visual and auditive probe-evoked potentials. Both showed comparable effects in the memory
search task, although the Nl of the stimuli presented shortly after the display set, indicated
some modality specific effect. Next, the second text editing experiment showed an absence of
any effect on the auditory probes while there was an effect on the visual probes, again
indicating some modality specihc influence. Kramer et al. (1995) also failed to find an effect
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